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Initial Problem Area City and Neighbourhood Resiliency

Based on a research conducted by Vancouver Foundation in 
2017, over 75% of Vancouverites found it difficult to make 
new friends and identified themselves as socially isolated, 
especially among young people. The initial anxiety of reaching 
out is deterring people from interacting with each other. 
Our team deeply relate to this social isolation topic, thus we 
decided to plan our first round of survey and interviews around 
newcomers and international students

What does neighbourhood resiliency means?

According to the City of Vancouver’s Healthy City Strategy - Cultivating Connections
 Build on the Engaged City recommendations to create new social connection 
initiatives, connect existing initiatives, and magnify their collective impact in 
collaboration with partners

Our Approach:
In order to align ourselves with the City of Vancouver Healthy City’s strategy, we 
aim to help students to learn from each other in a group setting and provides 
opportunity to share life skills and foster a community of students to engage in 
collaborative learning gives them confidence for lifelong growth. We found that 
students get caught up with their academic responsibilities leaving them little 
time to make connections with other students and our initial goal revolves around 
helping students to make social connections with others beyond classroom.  On 
the other hand, local businesses are the backbone of the economy and we’re 
hoping to include local cafes in our project scope and help build city resiliency 
through collaborations.
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Project Timeline

Midpoint Realignment
Ideation & PivotsPrototype

Research Pivot Ideation Midpoint
Survey 

& 
Interview

Problem Statement 1.0 
Newcomers need meaningful ways to 
overcome social isolation

Pivots:
User group is too wide and have to narrow it 
down

Problem Statement 2.0
International students who feel isolated 
prior to their arrival have difficulties building 
meaningful relationships

Pivots:
User group is too wide and have to narrow it 
down

Problem Statement 3.0 - Midpoint
Post-secondary students who are struggling to 
maintain relationships beyond the classroom 
need more accessible opportunities and resources 
to build a lasting relationship based on a strong 
foundation of shared interests because of the 
cultural differences between domestic and 
international students and the overwhelming 
responsibilities that students have to face.

Midpoint feedback 

Our problem statement was too long making it 
seem like we are trying to address three issues in 
one statement

We focused too much on the differences between 
international and domestic students instead of 
focusing on the draw to our ideas

Brainstormed Ideas:
1. IdeaLab
2. Hack-a-Mesh
3. Sophryne

Brainstormed Ideas:
1. StudyVan
2. Paint-A-Tile Pop up
3. Study Finder app

Prototype Pivot Ideation 
2.0

Final 
Solution

In Person Prototype & Interviews

Positive results with both students and 
cafes and most of them are willing to try 
out our app idea.

But even though students and cafes we 
interviewed welcomed the idea, there 
were several reasons as to why we didn’t 
end up sticking with StudyLab and pivoted.

Final Problem Statement

Post-secondary students need 
an inclusive and accessible 
way to develop peer-to peer 
connections while balancing 
school responsibilities

Wixsite

We started our first stage 
of prototyping with a 
Wordpress website to get 
an understanding of how 
our app would function and 
look like from a webpage 
perspective

StudyHubble!
FACEBOOK GROUP

We carried out the final 
phrase of our app by 
forming a Facebook group, 
which attracted over 100 
followers within 48 hours. 

Out of our three initial 
ideas, Idea Lab was 
well received due to 

its focus on in-person 
engagement, support 

of local businesses and 
feasibility 

However, we decided to 
return to the drawing 

board and do a second 
round of ideation to 

explore more possible 
options
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Process - Survey & Interview Ideation - Pre-Midpoint

Idea Lab

Hosted in local cafes for students to 
meet and chat about ideas!

Hack-A-Mesh

Mobile app for university students to 
build meaningful relationships.

Sophryne

A multi-institutional hub runned by 
students to encourage building lasting 
friendships

In order to understand the underlying causes of social isolation, our team 
has surveyed over 300 students across different institutions in Vancouver and 
interviewed over 50 individuals, including students, university staffs, industry 
professionals and organizations. The diverse results and perspectives that we 
have collected have helped us to define our user group and problem area. 

A few insights that helped us to move forward include:
Students have a hard time making friends that are already in a friend circle
Student clubs can be very secluded which make it difficult for first-timers to 
reach out to them
More socializing, stop the vibe of everyone sitting by themselves in study areas

Through talking with Success and various SFU student engagement staffs, we 
learned about the struggles that both international and domestic students 
encounter are quite similar. Thus, we decided to shift our user group to post-
secondary students and expanded our problem statement by including the 
insights that we collected from our findings.
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Ideation 2.0 Prototype & Feedback

StudyVan

A van that can be booked and driven by students to 
scenic Vancouver areas to host study sessions 

StudyLab

StudyLab was an idea based off of the positive feedback we got from IdeaLab at midpoint as well as the 
study group finder app from instructors during our second round of ideation. Therefore, we decided to 
combine both ideas by having the app be a platform 
students can use to find study groups and have 
partnered cafes be venues that can host these study 
sessions. Then,we decided to make a study space 
prototype survey to get insight on how students would 
welcome the idea of Studylab. Over 75% of the student 
responses said that they would go to these hosted 
study sessions and liked the idea of meeting people 
while being productive at the same time.

Interviews with cafes

We conducted interviews with local cafes to see how receptive they are to StudyHubble. 

Responses indicated that:

- Cafes are most likely to use StudyHubble during low business hours between 3:00pm-5:00pm
- Cafes are willingly to host study sessions after 
closing hours if more than 10 students are meeting

We even interviewed the following cafes to see how 
responsive they were to being able to provide our 
team space to host study sessions in their cafe. As 
you can see, the responses we’ve gotten were quite 
positive. But even though students and cafes we 
interviewed welcomed the idea, there were several 
reasons as to why we didn’t end up sticking with 
StudyLab and pivoted.

Barrier: Start up cost of renting and designing a van was high and the logistics 
behind whether we have it rented to users or if we drive the van around the city 
would be difficult to sort and organize

Barrier: long-term sustainability and scalability. If all public spaces are filled 
with tiles and if we run out of tiles then what would happen next?

We decided to proceed with the study group finder because the idea stemmed 
from an observation of the vast number of students just studying alone on 
campus and the feasibility and potential scalability of a student app can be 
practically implemented.

Study Group Finder App

An app that allows students to form study groups with 
nearby students who are looking for others to study with

Paint-A-Tile Pop up

Increasing the usage of public spaces to beautify the 
city through public art in the form of paint tiles made by 
participants
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Pivots Our Solution

User Profile
Login Home Page Map Locator Profile

3 Major Barriers that prevented us from moving forward with 
StudyLab 

Overwhelming logistics

Trying to find a time slot that a cafe can offer us space and ensuring that the 
time given would be accessible by students would tend to complicate event 
formation.

Deciding on being just a platform for connection making

Our initial goal was to make and maintain meaningful relationships but realized 
that we can’t force students to meet strangers and have them become friends 
afterwards.

Low frequency of hosted study sessions

Since the idea was for us to host the study session, we’re restricted to having 
only one of these happening per week. We wanted more impact in less time.

We felt that we can make a bigger impact than having study sessions hosted once or twice every week 
and pivoted. By giving students the agency to find their own study groups and host their own study ses-
sions at a local cafe, we would achieve our goal of building social connections while strengthening resil-
iency of local businesses much faster with a dedicated app. 

We came up with StudyHubble, a mobile app that aims to bridge the balance between having to deal with school 
responsibilities and making social connections by giving post-secondary students a way to look for others who 
want study partners or groups. It would help students get over the initial anxiety of asking people they don’t know 
to study because users of the app will be actively seeking other students to study with. Users are able to customize 
their student profile by providing information on the school they are attending, their year of study, their major, 
classes they’re currently taking and a description of what their ideal study environment looks like. It uses location 
tracking to allow students to find available study partners by having their avatar appear on the map. Students get 
to see nearby users and have the option to host a study session at partnered cafes. Our vision of StudyHubble is to 
ultimately have post-secondary students meet others all across Vancouver and have them meet up at local cafes to 
encourage social connections and build resiliency among locally owned businesses.
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The University of British Columbia 
Faculty of Applied Science 
Environmental Engineering

Applied Science 100 //  Physics  157

Does anyone want to meet up over the reading 
break to study for the APSC midterm?

Ally

Simon Fraser University
Arts & Social Sciences
Sociology

Sociology 150 // 250

Looking for participants for my 
community engagement project. Each 
interview takes only 10 minutes. Send 
me a message if you are interested.



Business Model Canvas & Financial Forecast

Year 1
In year 1 we have less subscriptions but big contribution from owner’s investment 
including family and friends. Ad revenue is more than ad expenses and a big amount 
is spent on app development to create a base for our business model. 

Year 2 
We aim to have enough statistics and proof that our business can be sustainable and 
start pitching our idea out to investors and businesses who are interested in provid-
ing financial aid and in exchange we can give them equity in our business
An app would have been fully developed at the end of this year

Year 3
At this point we are looking at scaling our business and start making profit from the 
app by seeing an increase in users subscribing to our premium option as well as ad 
revenue from users using our app

Year 4
We are looking at a further increase in subscription and ad revenue and begin in-
creasing our expenses going into mobile app improvements, QA and begin paying our 
investors for their shares

Year 5
With enough financial growth we aim to expand StudyHubble beyond BC 

Key Partners

Local Cafes

Post-Secondary 
Institutions

Value Propositions

Fast accessibility 
since app-based

Helping students 
connect due to 
location tracking

Fostering a lively 
post-secondary 
community connected 
through study group 
making

Customer Segments

Post-Secondaries

Local Cafes

Students

Cost Structure

- Website/Advertisements Fees

- Labour Fees

- Mobile Appa Development

Revenue Streams

- Freemium

- Advertisements

Key Activities

App Marketing/
Updating

User Data Analysis

Local Business 
Promotion

Customer 
Relationships

Loyalty 

Student Engagement

Endorsements

Channels

Mobile app

Website

Social Media

Key Resources

Mobile App

Website

Technological 
Innovation Team

Revenue

Cost

Subtotal

30000

1 2 3 4 5

60000

90000

120000

150000

Year
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Next StepsCompetitors

We hope to continue StudyHubble beyond Change Lab and really listen to 
our users and their increasing anticipation to build an app they can use

1.   Apply for multiple grants, establish partnerships with app development 
groups, post-secondaries and inquire with RED Academy to really help 
us gain the industry experience, funding and assets necessary to get us 
started with our mobile app venture

2.   Look to expand our team and work with undergraduate Computer 
Science students with Java (Android) and SWIFT (iOS) programming 
experience to spearhead out technological innovation team and develop 
a beta version of StudyHubble that our users can begin to use within the 
next 3-6 months

3.   Perform outreach to local cafes seeking their collaboration and 
endorsement of StudyHubble in order to provide our student users, 
affordable locations where they can study and at the same time, help 
grow local businesses

4.   Upon reaching sustainable financial growth, we hope to expand 
StudyHubble beyond Vancouver and begin expanding our operations to 
multiple cities, provinces and countries

Since there are a lot of socializing apps in the market, how do we 
differentiate ourselves from other competitors?

Tinder 
- Primarily used for dating and promotes the “hookup” culture
-  Their value proposition is allowing users to find dates online in a community of 

individuals who are actively searching

Bumble
-  Similar to Tinder but has a but builds on the Tinder concept of meeting people      

for connections but encourages lasting relationships through Bumble BFF
-  Their value proposition is to encourage users to not only meet people they 

would like but also maintain that relationship long-term

MeetUp
-  Primarily used as a platform for users to organize group events for others with 

similar interests
-  Their value proposition is to have be a platform users can use to host and make 

events that people in the area would be interested in to build connections and 
meet like-minded individuals

StudyHubble
-  An app that aims to connect post-secondary students to others who are 

looking for study groups
-  Our value proposition is to have a way for students to balance their school 

responsibilities with studying and be able to make social connections at the 
same time

-  We’re different from Tinder and Bumble as the connections between our 
users are built upon an academic setting of finding study groups instead of 
relationships

-  We’re different from MeetUp because our user group is specific to students 
and study sessions are not restricted to a tie set by the host but is completely 
decided upon by the person looking for a study partner
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Reflections

Anthony Timothy

What I Learned

Coming into Change Lab, I had expectations that I would come out a different person than I did when 
I first entered CityStudio that first Tuesday of the semester. I did not expect to have grown so much as 
an individual of society because of this program. It’s true what people say about Change Lab being a 
once in a lifetime experience that you won’t want to miss out on. I’ve always seen myself as someone 
who works great independently and can get stuff done when I put my dedication, time and effort into 
the task at hand. Being from a scientific discipline in Health Science, a lot of my work has been through 
independent research and as such I came into Change Lab expecting a change in pace in how I learn 
and how I’m being taught. I’ve worked on becoming a better team player and have learned as the 
semester went on to remember that I’m part of a team of positive change makers and can distribute 
the workload to better involve them. I’ve also learned so much from each of my teammates throughout 
the semester since they’re from different disciplines in Criminology, Sociology, Communications and 
Business. I’ve learned to be open minded about different perspectives and ways of thinking throughout 
our ideation and prototyping process and have become a more well-rounded thinker as a result. Of 
course, I also have to attribute the immense learnings and growth that I experienced throughout this 
journey to the instructor team. They all provided me with the business knowledge, public speaking 
skills and support that helped me grow to be a better leader that I will take out of Change Lab.

What I Contributed to the Team

One of the early goal setters of the group
Initiated some of our interviews in the early stages of our project
Helped with performing in-person interviews at SFU, UBC and Langara
Designed the early-stage Wordpress website and created the SFU StudyHubble Facebook group
Made and circulated our first student experience survey and app prototype survey to post-secondary 
students
Took lead on facilitating the team-hosted dialogue session
Narrated the Opportunity Fest video submission
Helped to make the 5-year financial forecast of StudyHubble

What I Learned

Change Lab is definitely the greatest experience of my undergraduate degree, I am glad that I didn’t 
miss out on this awesome opportunity.
Being from a Communication background, most of my work revolves around essays and research, team 
projects were not my strengths and I used to be a lone wolf than a team player. Throughout the lab, 
I have learned to be a better team player by respecting my team’s boundaries and be open to their 
feedback. My team’s diverse background has helped me to learn and adapt different working styles as 
well.
Alia, Tim and Tara guided us throughout the entire journey and provided valuable insights on both our 
personal development and project progress. One thing I like the most from them is that, it is ok to stay 
silent and give others space to think, digest and express, while practicing active listening and truly what 
others are saying. 
There were times where I doubted myself; there were times where I didn’t trust my team, but at the 
end of the day, those discomforts turned into motivation and drove me through the project. 

What I Contributed to the Team

Designed most graphic contents for the project, including:
- Process Book
- Opportunity Fest Video
- Presentation slides
Created app features prototype
Encouraged the team to stay focused
Carried out interviews in early-mid stages
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Reflections

Amy Saad

What I’ve Learned: 

Change lab provided me with the ability to explore my interests in business, app development and 
teamwork. I was able to carry out my ideas with my team through various stages of prototyping and 
refinement, while also learning about the basics of marketing and promotions. The process allowed me 
to understand the basics of developing a business model. Most importantly, I also gained insight into 
myself, and what I want for my future after graduation. 

What I’ve Contributed to the Team:

Web Design on WIX
Social Media & Instagram Story
Interview and Survey Research
Student Outreach on Campus
Meeting Minutes and Organization
OppFest Participation
Final Presentation 

What I learned:

One of the main reason for joining the change lab was to take part in experimental learning. I have 
done theoretical learning most of my life in my communications and business classes. It was an 
amazing journey to meet like minded people who were willing to take a project outside the class. 
Change lab gave me an opportunity to learn about digital media marketing and managing the social 
media pages. It was a great way to showcase my creative skills in a virtual space. Helped me to be a 
better team player by understanding and acknowledging every member at a unique level. Working 
with the instructors and team helped me to improve my presentation skills along with the art of public 
speaking. 

What I contributed to the team:

Making facebook and instagram pages
Doing in person interviews and surveys
Participating in oppfest 
Final presentation
Making Cash Flow projections
Making business startup cost budget
Took in person interview from S.U.C.C.E.S.S
Came up with the topic for team hosted 
dialogue 
Circulated the research survey to related 
groups on and off campus
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Data - Statistical Graphs
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